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Magic, “I want to be a magician so that I can make a tall and beautiful building that goes round and round and round and never ends.” Those were my words to my uncle when I was about five years old when he came for a visit and asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up. He has never let me forget this and during every family gathering, that is the first thing he always asks me, “how’s our magician doing, built that round building yet?”

I have always been fascinated by the built environment and for a long time, I have wanted to become a creator of such magnificence myself. My belief at a young age in the magic of creation made me see my father as a hero when I came to learn that he makes this ‘magic’ happen, he was an engineer. He noted my interest and fascination for the built environment at a very early age and would occasionally take me with him to work, well, when he had the capacity to handle my never ending questions about any and everything at his work place.

My passion and support from my talented father has inclined me towards the field of engineering and being the curious person that I am, this interest has been enhanced by every observational learning step I have taken with my father over the years. While in high school, I would work with my father over the summer and get the chance to really get to understand just how the built environment comes to be. Since then, I have developed the need to learn more and do more and so every chance I get, I find myself at his work place ready to work and learn even more. Building magnificent things is all I have ever wanted to do and becoming an engineer is everything I want to become.

My father has been my role model and I have learnt a lot from him, he has helped me cultivate my passion for engineering and taught me to be aggressive and go for what I want. Being admitted to an engineering course will enable me turn my passion into efficient
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engineering work and help me do for the younger generation what my father did for me, inspiring me towards making a difference in the society around me.

Being admitted into an engineering course will enable me acquire the technical skills that I need, I have an excellent grasp of mathematics and physics and enhancing these will accord me the ability to identify and solve an array of engineering problems. I anticipate that going through the programme will help me sharpen my creativity, critical thinking, visualization, analytical, project management, logical thinking and communication skills too.

I am inquisitive and hence have a natural inclination towards continued education and continued learning. I know the importance of being on top of new and improved developments in the engineering industry. I am dynamic and well adapt to technological changes in the field of engineering which happen very rapidly and I am very keen on keeping abreast with now innovations, ideas and research.

I am passionate, I have a keen attention to detail, I learn fast and I have a strong foundation and an excellent working culture developed from watching my father and working with him throughout the years. Wanting to be like him and make him proud by becoming an even better engineer and achieving more in my career is what drives me and motivates me every day. I am a hard worker and therefore a stellar candidate for an engineering course in college. I will apply all the knowledge acquired efficiently and become the best engineer I can be and want to become.